In this work we construct Calabi quasi-morphisms on the universal cover Ham(M) of the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms for some non-monotone symplectic manifolds. This complements a result by Entov and Polterovich which applies in the monotone case. Moreover, in contrast to their work, we show that these quasi-morphisms descend to non-trivial homomorphisms on the fundamental group of Ham(M). 53D05, 53D12, 53D45; 20F69
Introduction and results
Let (M, ω) be a closed connected symplectic manifold of dimension 2n. Let Ham(M, ω) denote the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of (M, ω) and let Ham(M, ω) be its universal cover. A celebrated result by Banyaga [3] states that for a closed symplectic manifold, Ham(M, ω) and Ham(M, ω) are simple groups and therefore they do not admit any non-trivial homomorphism to R. However, in some cases, these groups admit non-trivial homogeneous quasi-morphisms to R. Recall that a (real-valued) quasi-morphism of a group G is a map r : G → R satisfying the homomorphism equation up to a bounded error, i.e. there exists a constant C ≥ 0 such that |r(g 1 g 2 ) − r(g 1 ) − r(g 2 )| ≤ C, for every g 1 , g 2 ∈ G.
A quasi-morphism r is called homogeneous if r(g n ) = nr(g) for all g ∈ G and n ∈ Z. The existence of homogeneous quasi-morphisms on the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms and/or its universal cover is known for some classes of closed symplectic manifolds (see e.g. Barge-Ghys [4] , Entov [9] , Gambaudo-Ghys [13] and Givental [14] ). In a recent work [11] , Entov and Polterovich showed -by using Floer and Quantum homology -that for the class of symplectic manifolds which are monotone and whose quantum homology algebra is semi-simple, Ham(M, ω) admits a homogeneous quasi-morphism to R. In addition to constructing such a quasi-morphism, Entov and Polterovich showed that its value on any diffeomorphism supported in a Hamiltonianly displaceable open subset equals to the Calabi invariant of the diffeomorphism (see Section 2 below for precise definitions). A quasi-morphism with this property is called a Calabi quasi-morphism.
The notion "quasi-morphism" first appeared works of Brooks [7] and Gromov [15] on bounded cohomology of groups. Since then, quasi-morphisms have become an important tool in the study of groups. For example, the mere existence of a homogeneous quasimorphism on a group G which does not vanish on the commutator subgroup G implies that the commutator subgroup has infinite diameter with respect to the commutator norm (see e.g. Bavard [5] ). Two well known examples of quasi-morphisms are the Maslov quasi-morphism on the universal cover of the group of linear symplectomorphisms of R 2n , and the rotation quasi-morphism defined on the universal cover of the group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of S 1 . We refer the readers to Bavard [5] and Kotschick [18] and the references cited therein for further details on this subject. Recently, Biran, Entov and Polterovich [6] , and Entov and Polterovich [10] established several other applications of the existence of a Calabi quasi-morphism regarding rigidity of intersections in symplectic manifolds. An example of this type is given in Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 below.
In view of the work by Entov and Polterovich [11] , it is natural to ask which classes of symplectic manifolds admit a Calabi quasi-morphism. In a very recent work, Py [31] constructed a homogeneous Calabi quasi-morphism for closed oriented surfaces with genus greater than 1. In this note we concentrate on the case of non-monotone symplectic manifolds. We will provide some examples of non-monotone rational ruled surfaces admitting a Calabi quasi-morphism. More precisely, let
where ω is the standard area form on the two-sphere S 2 with area 1, and let Y µ = (CP 2 #CP 2 , ω µ ), 0 < µ < 1, be the symplectic blow-up of CP 2 at one point (see e.g. McDuff [22] , Polterovich [30] ), where ω µ takes the value µ on the exceptional divisor, and 1 on the class of the line [CP 1 ]. The manifold Y µ is the region
with the bounding spheres collapsed along the Hopf flow. It is known that any symplectic form on these manifolds is, up to a scaling by a constant, diffeomorphic to one of the above symplectic forms (see ).
In the monotone case where λ = 1 and µ = 1 3 , Entov and Polterovich [11] proved the existence of a homogeneous Calabi quasi-morphism on the universal covers of Ham(X λ ) and Ham Y µ . Moreover, they shows that these quasi-morphisms are Lipschitz with respect to Hofer's metric. For the precise definition of the Lipschitz property of a quasi-morphism, see Section 2 below. Here we prove the following: Theorem 1.1 Let (M, ω) be one of the following symplectic manifolds:
(ii) Y µ = (CP 2 #CP 2 , ω µ ), where
Then there exists a homogeneous Calabi quasi-morphism r : Ham(M, ω) → R, which is Lipschitz with respect to Hofer's metric.
It can be shown in the monotone case that any homogeneous quasi-morphism on the universal cover of Ham(X 1 ) descends to a quasi-morphism on Ham(X 1 ) itself [11] . This is due to the finiteness of the fundamental group π 1 Ham(X 1 ) , which was proved by Gromov in [16] . He also pointed out that the homotopy type of the group of symplectomorphisms of S 2 × S 2 changes when the spheres have different areas. McDuff [21] , and Abreu and McDuff [1] , showed that the fundamental groups, π 1 Ham(X λ ) and π 1 Ham(Y µ ) , contain elements of infinite order for every 0 < µ < 1 and for every λ > 1. Thus, the above argument will no longer hold in these cases. Furthermore we claim: Theorem 1.2 Let M be one of the manifolds listed in Theorem 1.1. Then the restriction of the above mentioned Calabi quasi-morphism r : Ham(M, ω) → R to the fundamental group π 1 Ham(M, ω) ⊂ Ham(M, ω) gives rise to a non-trivial homomorphism.
This differs from the situation described in [11] where it was proven that for M = CP n endowed with the Fubini-Study form, or for M = S 2 × S 2 equipped with the split symplectic form ω ⊕ ω , the restriction of the Calabi quasi-morphism to the fundamental group π 1 Ham(M) vanishes identically.
For technical reasons, we shall assume in what follows that M is a rational strongly semi-positive symplectic manifold. Recall that a symplectic manifold M is rational if the set {ω(A) | A ∈ π 2 (M)} is a discrete subset of R and strongly semi-positive if for every A ∈ π 2 (M) one has
where c 1 ∈ H 2 (M, Z) denotes the first Chern class of M . The assumption that M is strongly semi-positive is a standard technical assumption (see e.g. Piunikhin-SalamonSchwarz [29] , Seidel [35] ) which guarantees, roughly speaking, the good-behavior of some moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves. Note that every symplectic manifold of dimension 4 or less, in particular the manifolds listed in Theorem 1.1, is strongly semi-positive. The rationality assumption is also a technical assumption. It plays a role, for example, in Lemma 5.1 below, where for non-rational symplectic manifolds the action spectrum is a non-discrete subset of R and our method of proof fails.
In fact, the examples in Theorem 1.1 are special cases of a more general criterion for the existence of a Calabi quasi-morphism. In [11] , such a criterion was given for closed monotone symplectic manifolds. This criterion is based on some algebraic properties of the quantum homology algebra of (M, ω). More precisely, recall that as a module the quantum homology of M is defined as QH * (M) = H * (M) ⊗ Λ, where Λ is the standard Novikov ring
Here Γ = π 2 (M) / (ker c 1 ∩ ker ω), where c 1 is the first Chern class. A grading on Λ is given by deg(q A ) = 2c 1 (A). We shall denote by Λ k all the elements in Λ with degree k. We refer the readers to McDuff-Salamon [23] and to Subsection 3.1 below for a more detailed exposition and for the precise definition of the quantum product on QH * (M). In the monotone case, i.e. where there exists κ > 0 such that ω = κ · c 1 , the Novikov ring Λ can be identified with the field of Laurent series α j x j , with coefficients in Q, and all α j vanish for j greater than some large enough j 0 . In this case we say that the quantum homology QH * (M) is semi-simple if it splits with respect to multiplication into a direct sum of fields, all of which are finite dimension linear spaces over Λ. It was shown in [11] that for monotone symplectic manifolds with semi-simple quantum homology algebra there exists a Lipschitz homogenous Calabi quasi-morphism on the universal cover of the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms.
In the non-monotone case the above definition of semi-simplicity will no longer hold since Λ is no longer a field. However, it turns out that a similar criterion to the above still exists in this case. More precisely, we focus upon the sub-algebra QH 2n (M) ⊂ QH * (M) over the sub-ring Λ 0 ⊂ Λ. This sub-algebra is the degree component of the identity in QH * (M). Using the fact that in the non-monotone case the sub-ring Λ 0 can be identified with the field of Laurent series, we say as before that QH 2n (M) is semi-simple over Λ 0 if it splits into a direct sum of fields with respect to multiplication. Denote by N M the minimal Chern number of M defined as the positive generator of the image c 1 (π 2 (M)) ⊆ Z of the first Chern class c 1 . The following criterion is a generalization of Theorem 1.5 from [11] to the rational strongly semi-positive case. Theorem 1.3 Let (M, ω) be a closed connected rational strongly semi-positive symplectic manifold of dimension 2n. Suppose that the quantum homology subalgebra QH 2n (M) ⊂ QH * (M) is a semi-simple algebra over the field Λ 0 and that N M divides n. Then there exists a Lipschitz homogeneous Calabi quasi-morphism r : Ham(M, ω) → R.
For the manifolds X λ and Y µ listed in Theorem 1.1 the minimal Chern number N M is 2 and 1 respectively. Thus, one of our main tasks is to prove that for these manifolds the top-dimension quantum homology subalgebra QH 4 (M) is semi-simple over the field Λ 0 .
As a by-product of Theorem 1.1, we generalize a result regarding rigidity of intersections obtained by Entov and Polterovich in [10] . To describe the result, we recall first the following definitions. An example of a stem in the case where M = X λ is the product of two equators. More precisely, we identify X λ with CP 1 × CP 1 in the obvious way. Denote by L ⊂ X λ the Lagrangian torus defined by
The proof that L is a stem goes along the same line as Corollary 2.5 of [10] . Since the image of a stem under any symplectomorphism of M is again a stem we get: Corollary 1.6 Let X λ be one of the manifolds in the first class of manifolds listed in Theorem 1.1 above. Then for any symplectomorphism
Organization of the paper In Section 2 we recall some definitions and notations related to the Calabi quasi-morphism. In Section 3 we briefly review the definition of the quantum homology algebra QH * (M). We then describe the quantum homologies of our main examples and state some of their properties. In Section 4 we recall the definition of Floer homology and some relevant notions. Section 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3. In Section 6 we discuss the restriction of the Calabi quasi-morphisms on the fundamental group of Ham(M). In Section 7 we prove Theorem 1.2 and in the last section we prove the Poincaré duality type lemma which is stated and applied in Section 5. 
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Preliminaries on Calabi quasi-morphism
In this section we recall the definition of a Calabi quasi-morphism introduced in [11] . We start with the definition of the classical Calabi invariant (see Banyaga [3] and Calabi [8] ). Let (M, ω) be a closed connected symplectic manifold. Given a Hamiltonian 
This map is well defined, i.e. it is independent of the specific choice of the Hamiltonian function generating ϕ. Moreover, it is a group homomorphism called the Calabi homomorphism.
Recall that a non-empty subset U of M is called Hamiltonianly displaceable if there exists a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism
The following two definitions were introduced in [11] . 
For the relation of H − F C 0 to the Hofer distance between the corresponding Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms ϕ H and ϕ H see e.g. [11] .
3 The Quantum homology of our main examples
The quantum homology algebra
In this section we briefly recall the definition of the quantum homology ring of (M 2n , ω).
We refer the readers to [23] for a detailed exposition on this subject. Let M be a closed rational strongly semi-positive symplectic manifold of dimension 2n. By abuse of notation, we shall write ω(A) and c 1 (A) for the integrals of ω and c 1 over A ∈ π 2 (M). Let Γ be the abelian group
We denote by Λ the Novikov ring
This ring comes with a natural grading defined by deg(q A ) = 2c 1 (A). We shall denote by Λ k all the elements of Λ with degree k. Note that
As a module, the quantum homology ring of (M, ω) is defined as
, where deg(a) is the standard degree of the class a in the singular homology of M . Next, we define the quantum product on QH * (M) (cf [23] , [32] 
where (a * b) A ∈ H i+j−2n+2c 1 (A) (M) is determined by the requirement that
Here • is the usual intersection product on H * (M), and Φ A (a, b, c) denotes the GromovWitten invariant that counts the number of pseudo-holomorphic curves representing the class A and intersecting with a generic representative of each of a, b, c ∈ H * (M). The product * is extended to QH * (M) by linearity over the ring Λ. Note that the fundamental class [M] is the unity with respect to the quantum multiplication.
It follows from the definitions that the zero-degree component of a * b coincides with the classical cap-product a ∩ b in the singular homology. Moreover, there exists a natural pairing ∆ :
The fact that the inner sums on the right hand side are always finite follows from the finiteness condition in 3.1.2. Moreover, the pairing ∆ defines a Frobenius algebra structure, i.e. it is non-degenerate in the sense that ∆(α, β) = 0 for all β implies α = 0, and
. Notice that ∆ associates to each pair of quantum homology classes α, β ∈ QH * (M) the coefficient of the class P = [point] in their quantum product. We also define a non-degenerate Q-valued pairing Π to be the zero order term of ∆, i.e.
) for every pair of quantum homology classes α and β . Furthermore, the finiteness condition in the definition of the Novikov ring 3.1.2 leads to a natural valuation function val :
, and val(0) = −∞.
The case of S
Let X λ = S 2 × S 2 be equipped with the split symplectic form ω λ = ω ⊕ λ ω , where λ > 1. In this subsection we discuss several issues regarding the quantum homology of the manifold X λ and in particular we show that the quantum homology subalgebra QH 4 (X λ ) ⊂ QH * (X λ ) is a field for every λ > 1.
Denote the standard basis of H
and the fundamental class M = [X λ ]. The quantum homology of X λ is generated over the Novikov ring Λ by these elements. Since λ > 1, it follows that Γ = π 2 (X λ ), where the last is isomorphic to the free abelian group generated by A and B. From the following Gromov-Witten invariants (see e.g. [11] , [23] ):
one finds the quantum identities:
Next, instead of the standard basis {A, B} of Γ, we consider the basis {e 1 , e 2 } = {B − A, A}. Set x = q e 1 and y = q e 2 . In this notation, the quantum product of the generators of QH * (X λ ) becomes
It follows from the definition of the Novikov ring 3.1.2 that
where each sum satisfies the following finiteness condition:
Taking into account the above mentioned grading of Λ we get
The finiteness condition above implies that λ α vanishes for large enough α's.
where λ α 1 and λ α 2 vanish for large enough α 1 and α 2 respectively. Next, let β = P ⊗ y be a formal variable. From the above multiplicative relations 3.2.2, we see that
Hence, we can consider the following ring identification:
where I is the ideal generated by β 2 − x −1 and R = Q[[x] is the ring of Laurent series α j x j , with coefficients in Q, and all α j vanish for j greater than some large enough j 0 . Note that for any Laurent series Φ(x) ∈ R, the maximal degree of Φ 2 (x) is either zero or even. Therefore R does not contain a square root of x −1 and hence I is a maximal ideal. Thus, we conclude that QH 4 (X λ ) is a two-dimensional extension field of R. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 3.2 Note that the above statement no longer holds in the monotone case where λ = 1, since QH 4 (X 1 ) contains zero divisors (see e.g. [11] , [23] ).
The case of CP
2 #CP 2
Here we study the quantum homology algebra of Y µ = (CP 2 #CP 2 , ω µ ), which is the symplectic one-point blow-up of CP 2 introduced in Section 1. We will show that the quantum homology subalgebra QH 4 (Y µ ), which plays a central role in the proof of Theorem 1.1, is semi-simple. It is worth mentioning (see Remark 3.4 below) that the algebraic structure of QH 4 (Y µ ) turns out to be dependent on µ.
We denote by E the exceptional divisor and by L the class of the line [CP 1 ]. Recall that for 0 < µ < 1, ω µ is a symplectic form on Y µ with ω µ (E) = µ and ω µ (L) = 1. The following description of the multiplicative relations for the generators of QH * (Y λ ) can be found in [22] .
Consider the rational non-monotone case where
Note that in this case Γ Z ⊗ Z. As in the previous example of S 2 × S 2 , we apply a unimodular change of coordinates and consider the following basis of
Denote e 1 = F − 2E, e 2 = E when 0 < µ < 
The graded Novikov ring has the form
Next we present the quantum product of QH * (Y µ ) with respect to the above basis of Γ.
where κ = sgn(3µ − 1), i.e. κ = 1 for 1 3 < µ < 1, and κ = −1 for 0 < µ < 1 3 .
where λ αi vanish for large enough α i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Next, put β 1 = E ⊗ y, β 2 = F ⊗ y and β 3 = P ⊗ y 2 . From the above multiplication table, we see that
Thus, we have the following ring identification:
is the ring of Laurent series α j x j and I is the ideal generated by the above relations. It is easy to check that the sixth equation follows immediately from the second and the fifth equations and hence, it can be eliminated. Moreover, by isolating β 3 and β 1 from the first and the second equations respectively, we conclude that the above system is equivalent to the following one:
where J is the ideal generated by β 4 2 + β 3 2 − x κ . Indeed, the first equation in 3.3.1 is obtained by multiplying the third equation by β 2 2 + β 2 and assigning the second equation. The third equation is obtained from the second after multiplying it by β 2 − 1. Next, note that the polynomial β 4 2 + β 3 2 − x κ does not share a common root with its derivative since the roots of the derivative are 0 and −3/4. Thus, it has no multiple roots in R and hence the quantum homology subalgebra QH 4 (Y µ ) is semi-simple as required.
Remark 3.4 Strangely enough, it follows from the above lemma that the algebraic structure of the quantum homology subalgebra QH 4 (Y µ 3 , it is a direct sum of fields. We omit here the technical details because for our purpose, it is sufficient that QH 4 (Y µ ) is semi-simple.
Preliminaries on Floer homology
In this section we give a brief review of Floer homology. In particular we present some definitions and notions which will be relevant for the proof of our main results. We refer the readers to [33] or [23] for a more detailed description.
Let (M, ω) be a closed, connected and strongly semi-positive symplectic manifold. Let J = {J t } 0≤t≤1 be a periodic family of ω -compatible almost complex structures. We denote by L the space of all smooth contractible loops x : 
For H ∈ H, the symplectic action functional A H : L → R is defined as
Let P H be the set of all contractible 1-periodic orbits of the Hamiltonian flow generated by H . Denote by P H the subset of pairs [x, u] ∈ L where x ∈ P H . It is not difficult to verify that P H coincides with the set of critical points of A H . We define the action spectrum of H , denoted by Spec(H), as
Recall that the action spectrum is either a discrete or a countable dense subset of R [26] .
We now turn to give the definition of the filtered Floer homology group. For a generic H ∈ H and α ∈ {R \ Spec(H)} ∪ {∞} define the vector space CF α k (H) to be
Here µ([x, u]) denotes the Conley-Zehnder index µ : P H → Z (see e.g. [33] ) which satisfies µ([x, u#A]) − µ([x, u]) = 2c 1 (A). In particular, the Conley-Zehnder index of an element x ∈ P H is well-defined modulo 2N M , where N M is the minimal Chern number of (M, ω). The complex CF ∞ k (H) is a module over the Novikov ring Λ 3.1.2, where the scalar multiplication of ξ ∈ CF ∞ k (H) with λ ∈ Λ is given by 
w#u#v represent the trivial class in Γ.
  
It follows from the assumption of strongly semi-positivity and from Gromov's compactness theorem [16] that for a generic choice of J the moduli spaces
The Floer boundary operator ∂ :
where the sum runs over all the elements [y, v] ∈ P H such that µ[y, v] = k − 1 and n [x, w], [y, v] denotes counting the (finitely many) un-parameterized Floer trajectories with a sign determined by a coherent orientation. As proved by Floer in [12] , the boundary operator ∂ is well defined, satisfies ∂ 2 = 0 and preserves the subspaces CF α * (H) (see [17] ). Therefore, defining the quotient group by . The graded homology HF * (H, J) is a module over the Novikov ring Λ, since the boundary operator is linear over Λ. Note that these homology groups have been defined for generic Hamiltonians only. However, one can extend the definition to all H ∈ H using a continuation procedure (see e.g [11] ). A key observation is that the Floer homology groups are independent of the almost complex structure J and the Hamiltonian H used to define them. Moreover, if two Hamiltonian functions H 1 , H 2 ∈ H generate the same element ϕ ∈ Ham(M, ω), then Spec(H 1 ) = Spec(H 2 ) (see [25] and [34] ) and the spaces HF In [29] , Piunikhin, Salamon and Schwarz constructed a homomorphism between the Quantum homology groups QH * (M) and the Floer homology groups HF * (M). Furthermore, they showed that the homomorphism Φ : QH * (M) → HF * (H) is an isomorphism which preserves the grading and intertwines the quantum product on QH * (M) with the pair-of-pants product on HF * (H), i.e.
In what follows, we will refer to the isomorphism Φ as the PSS isomorphism.
The existence of a Calabi quasi-morphism
Let (M 2n , ω) be a closed connected rational strongly semi-positive symplectic manifold.
Following the works of Viterbo [36] , Schwarz [34] , and Oh [27] , we recall the definition of a spectral invariant c which plays a central role in the proof of Theorem 1.3. We refer the readers to [27] and [23] for complete details of the construction and proofs of the general properties of this spectral invariant. A brief description of Floer homology and the PSS isomorphism was also given in the above Section 4.
We define the spectral invariant c : QH * (M) × Ham(M, ω) → R as follows. For the elements 0 = a ∈ QH * (M) and ϕ ∈ Ham(M, ω), we set
where Φ : QH * (M) → HF * (ϕ) is the PSS isomorphism between the quantum homology and the Floer homology, and i α : HF α (ϕ) → HF * (ϕ) is the natural inclusion in the filtered Floer homology. The non-trivial fact that −∞ < c(a, ϕ) < ∞ is proved in [27] . Moreover, c(a, ϕ) has the following properties [27] , [23] : For every a, b ∈ QH * (M) and every ϕ, ψ ∈ Ham(M) The following lemma, which can be considered as a Poincaré duality type lemma, enables us to compare the spectral invariants of ϕ and ϕ −1 . It is the analogue of Lemma 2.2 from [11] in the rational non-monotone case .
Lemma 5.1 For every 0 = γ ∈ QH * (M) and every ϕ ∈ Ham(M, ω)
where Π(·, ·) is the Q-valued pairing 3.1.3 defined in Section 3.1.
The proof of the lemma is given in Section 8 below. In order to prove Theorem 1.3 we will also need the following proposition. Assume that the subalgebra QH 2n (M) ⊂ QH * (M) is semi-simple over the field Λ 0 and let QH 2n (M) = QH 1 2n (M) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Q k 2n (M) be a decomposition of QH 2n (M) into a direct sum of fields. Then we have Proposition 5.2 There exists a positive constant C ∈ R such that for every
Postponing the proof of the above proposition we first present the proof of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.1. In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we follow the strategy of the proof used by Entov and Polterovich in [11] .
Proof of Theorem 1.
be a decomposition of QH 2n (M) into a direct sum of fields. Consider the map r : Ham(M) → R defined by:
where e 1 is the unit element of QH 1 2n (M). This is a standard homogenization of the map c(e 1 , ·) : Ham(M) → R. We claim that r is a Lipschitz homogenous Calabi quasi-morphism. The proof of the Calabi property and the Lipschitz property of r goes along the same lines as the proof of Propositions 3.3 and 3.5 in [11] with the notations suitably adapted. Thus, we will omit the details of the proof of these properties and concentrate on proving that r is a quasi-morphism. We will show that c(e 1 , ·) is a quasi-morphism, this immediately implies that its homogenization r is also a quasi-morphism.
Notice that the upper bound follows easily from the triangle inequality (P1):
c (e 1 , ϕψ) = c (e 1 * e 1 , ϕψ) ≤ c (e 1 , ϕ) + c (e 1 , ψ) .
Next, it follows from (P1) and Lemma 5.1 that
From the definition of the intersection pairing Π 3.1.3 we have that
Combining this with the above property (P3) we may further estimate
Our next step is to find a lower bound for the term c(a [0] , ψ) provided that Π(a [0] * e 1 , M) = 0. For this, we shall first "shift" and then "project", roughly speaking, the element a [0] ∈ QH 0 (M) to the field QH 1 2n (M). More precisely, since we assumed that the minimal Chern number N M divides n, there exists an element q A in the Novikov ring Λ such that a [0] q A ∈ QH 2n (M). Thus, it follows from properties (P1) and (P4) that
Moreover, it follows from the assumption Π(a [0] * e 1 , M) = 0 and from the definition of the element e 1 , that e 1 * a [0] q A ∈ QH 1 2n (M) \ {0}. Hence, since QH 1 2n (M) is a field, e 1 * a [0] q A is an invertible element inside it. Using the triangle inequality (P1) once again we get
Here (e 1 * a [0] q A ) −1 is the inverse of e 1 * a [0] q A inside QH 1 2n . Next, by substituting this in the above inequality 5.2 and applying (P2) we can conclude
By assigning this lower bound of c(a [0] , ψ) into 5.1 we further conclude
where C is the value val(e 1 )+ω(A). The last step of the proof is to find a universal upper bound for val (e 1 * a
We have shown that c(e 1 , ·) is a quasi-morphism, the proof of the theorem is thus complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let M be one of the manifolds (X λ , ω λ ) or (Y µ , ω µ ) listed in the theorem. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 that the subalgebra QH 4 (M) is semi-simple. Moreover, the minimal Chern number of (X λ , ω λ ) and (Y µ , ω µ ) is 2 and 1 respectively. Thus, it follows from Theorem 1.3 that there exists a Lipschitz homogeneous Calabi quasi-morphism r : Ham(M, ω) → R as required.
Remark 5.3
As mentioned in Remark 3.4 above, in the case of (Y µ , ω µ ) where 0 < µ < 1 3 , the subalgebra QH 4 (Y µ ) splits into direct sum of two fields. Thus, using the units of these fields alternately, Theorem 1.3 implies the existence of two Calabi quasi-morphisms. We do not know whether they are equivalent or not.
We return now to the proof of Proposition 5.2. We will follow closely Lemma 3.2 in [11] .
Proof of Proposition 5.2 From the definition of the graded Novikov ring it follows that Λ 0 can be identified with the field R = Q[[x] of Laurent series α j x j with coefficients in Q and α j = 0 for large enough j's. Moreover, it is not hard to check that QH k (M) is a finite dimensional module over Λ 0 . We denote by σ : R → Z the map which associates to a nonzero element α j x j ∈ R the maximal j, such that α j = 0. We set σ(0) = −∞. For κ ∈ R, put |κ| 1 = exp σ(κ). Thus, | · | 1 is a non-Archimedean absolute value on R and moreover, R is complete with respect to | · | 1 . For preliminaries on non-Archimedean geometry we refer the readers to [2] . Since the field QH 1 2n (M) can be considered as a finite dimensional vector space over R, the absolute value | · | 1 can be extended to an absolute value | · | 2 on QH 1 2n (M) (see [2] ). Note that | · | 2 induces a multiplicative norm · 2 on QH 1 2n (M). On the other hand, we can consider a different norm on QH 1 2n (M) defined by γ 3 = exp val(γ). Since all the norms on a finite dimensional vector space are equivalent, there is a constant C 1 > 0 such that
Hence, for 0 = γ ∈ QH 1 2n (M), we have
Therefore, val(γ) + val(γ −1 ) ≤ C where C = 2 log C 1 . This completes the proof of the proposition.
6 Restricting r to the fundamental group of Ham(M)
In this section we discuss the restriction of the above mentioned Calabi quasi-morphism r : Ham(M) → R, where M is one of the manifolds listed in Theorem 1.1, to the abelian subgroup π 1 Ham(M) ⊂ Ham(M). For this purpose, we follow [11] and use the Seidel representation Ψ : π 1 Ham(M) → QH × ev (M, R) (see e.g. [35] , [20] ), where QH × ev (M, R) denotes the group of units in the even part of the quantum homology algebra of M with coefficients in a real Novikov ring. We start with the following preparation.
Hamiltonian fibrations over the two sphere
There is a one-to-one correspondence between homotopy classes of loops in Ham(M) and isomorphism classes of Hamiltonian fibrations over the two-sphere S 2 given by the following "clutching" construction (see e.g. [35] , [20] ). We assign to each loop ϕ = {ϕ t } ∈ Ham(M) the bundle (M, ω) → P ϕ → S 2 obtained by gluing together the trivial fiber bundles D ± × M along their boundary via (t, x) → (t, ϕ t (x)). Here we consider S 2 as D + ∪ D − , where D ± are closed discs with boundaries identified with S 1 . Moreover, we orient the equator D + ∩ D − as the boundary of D + . Note that this correspondence can be reversed.
As noted in [35] , there are two canonical cohomology classes associated with such a fibration. One is the coupling class u ϕ ∈ H 2 (P ϕ , R) which is uniquely defined by the following two conditions: the first is that it coincides with the class of the symplectic form on each fiber, and the second is that its top power u n+1 ϕ vanishes. The other cohomology class is the first Chern class of the vertical tangent bundle c ϕ = c 1 (TP vert ϕ ) ∈ H 2 (P ϕ , R). We define an equivalent relation on sections of the fibration P ϕ → S 2 in the following way: First, equip S 2 with a positive oriented complex structure j, and P ϕ with an almost complex structure J such that the restriction of J on each fiber is compatible with the symplectic form on it, and the projection π : P ϕ → S 2 is a (J, j)-holomorphic map. Next, two (J, j)-sections, ν 1 and ν 2 , of π : P ϕ → S 2 are said to be Γ-equivalent if
It has been shown in [35] that the set S ϕ of all such equivalent classes is an affine space modeled on the group Γ 3.1.1.
The Seidel representation
The following description of the Seidel representation, which is somehow different from Seidel's original work, can be found in [20] . For technical reasons, it will be more convenient to work in what follows with a slightly larger Novikov ring than in 3.1.2. More precisely, set
We define the real Novikov ring as
and set QH * (M) := QH * (M, Λ R ) = H * (M) ⊗ Λ R to be the real quantum homology of M .
Next, let ϕ be a loop of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms and ν be an equivalence class of sections of P ϕ . Set d = 2c ϕ (ν). We define a Λ R -linear map Ψ ϕ,ν : QH * (M) → QH * +d (M) as follows: for a ∈ H * (M, Z), Ψ ϕ,ν is the class in QH * +d (M) whose intersection with b ∈ H * (M, Z) is given by
where i is the homomorphism H * (M) → H * (P ϕ ), the intersection · M is the linear extension to QH * (M) of the standard intersection pairing on H * (M, Q), and n Pϕ (v, w; µ) is the Gromov-Witten invariant which counts isolated J -holomorphic stable curves in P ϕ of genus 0 and two marked points, such that each curve represents the equivalence class µ and whose marked points go through given generic representatives of the classes v and w in H * (P ϕ , Z). When the manifold M is strongly semi-positive, these invariants are well defined. Moreover, it follows from Gromov's compactness theorem (see [16] ) that for each given energy level k, there are only finitely many section-classes µ = ν + i(B) with ω(B) ≤ k that are represented by a J -holomorphic curve in P ϕ . Thus, Ψ ϕ,ν satisfies the finiteness condition for elements in QH * (M).
For reasons of dimension, n Pϕ (v, w; µ) = 0 unless 2c
where
Note also that Ψ ϕ,ν+A = Ψ ϕ,ν ⊗ q A . It has been shown by Seidel [35] (see also [20] ) that Ψ ϕ,ν is an isomorphism for all loops ϕ and sections ν .
Next, we use Ψ ϕ,ν to define the Seidel representation
In order to do so, we take a canonical section class ν ϕ that (up to equivalence) satisfies the composition rule ν ϕψ = ν ψ #ν ϕ , where ν ϕψ denotes the obvious union of the sections in the fiber sum P ψϕ = P ψ #P ϕ . The section ν ϕ is uniquely determined by the requirement that u ϕ (ν ϕ ) = 0 and c ϕ (ν ϕ ) = 0.
Moreover, it satisfies the above mentioned composition rule. Therefore, we get a group homomorphism ρ :
It has been shown in [35] that for all ϕ ∈ π 1 (Ham(M)) we have
The Seidel representation is defined to be the natural homomorphism
Let X λ = S 2 × S 2 be equipped with the split symplectic form ω λ = ω ⊕ λ ω , where 1 < λ. As mentioned in Section 1, there is an element [ϕ] of infinite order in the fundamental group of Ham(X λ ) (see [21] ). This element can be represented by the following loop of diffeomorphisms
where Υ z,t denotes the 2πt-rotation of the unit sphere S 2 around the axis through the points z, −z. Seidel showed in [35] (see also [24] ), by direct calculation, that
, where A and B in H * (X λ ) are the classes of [S 2 × point] and [point × S 2 ] respectively, and α, β ∈ R were chosen such that 2c 1 (αA + βB) = 1 and ω λ (αA + βB) = Lemma 7.1 For every n ∈ N we have
Proof First note that val (A − B) 2n = max{val(A k B 2n−k )}, where 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n. Next, set α k = A k B 2n−k . It follows from the quantum multiplication relations 3.2.1 that
This completes the proof of the Lemma.
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that the subalgebra QH 4 (X λ ) is a field. Thus, combining Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 7.1, we conclude that
We have shown that the restriction of the quasi-morphism r : Ham(X λ ) → R on the fundametal group of Ham(X λ ) is non-trivial. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2 for the above case. Let Y µ = CP 2 #CP 2 be the symplectic one-point blow-up of CP 2 introduced in Section 1, equipped with the symplectic form ω µ , where 1 3 = µ ∈ (0, 1). We will use here the same notation as in Subsection 3.3. It has been shown by Abreu-McDuff in [1] that the fundamental group of Ham(Y µ ) is isomorphic to Z with a generator given by the rotation
The Seidel representation of ϕ was computed in [22] , [24] to be
.
The following lemma can be immediately deduced from Lemma 5.1 and Remark 5.5 which both appear in [22] . Proof Denote by Q the element P ⊗ q E/2+3F/4 and consider its powers Q k where k ∈ N. It follows from the quantum multiplicative relations discussed in Subsection 3.2 that the only two possible cycles obtained by multiplication by Q are P ⊗ q E/2+3F/4 → E ⊗ q F/2 → F ⊗ q E/2+F/4 → M → P ⊗ q E/2+3F/4 , and P ⊗ q E/2+3F/4 → F ⊗ q F/2 → M ⊗ q F/4−E/2 → P ⊗ q F .
Thus, since the first cycle does not change the valuation, while the second cycle increases it by ω(F/4 − E/2), we have that val(Q k ) is either bounded as k → ∞ when ω(F/4 − E/2) < 0 or linearly grows otherwise. Hence, we get that From the universal coefficient theorem we obtain a Poincaré duality isomorphism HF k (H) Hom Λ 0 HF 2n−k ( H), Λ 0 .
In [29] it has been shown that the pairing determined by this isomorphism, which by abuse of notation we also denote by L, agrees with the intersection pairing ∆(·, ·) on the quantum homology QH * (M). More precisely, let Φ : QH * (M) → HF * (H) be the PSS isomorphism described in Section 4. Then, for every a ∈ HF k (H) and b ∈ QH 2n−k (M) we have The proof is now complete.
